Rubric for Determining Individual Grades in Group Assignments

Individual grades on group projects will be determined based on the following rubric. For example, consider an individual assignment that result from group work or a group assignment (e.g., poster presentation) that earns a grade of 85%. A student who achieves a Level 4 rating will receive the full points (i.e., 85%) earned for the assignment. A student who achieves a Level 2 rating will receive 75% of the points earned for the assignment (i.e., 63.75%).

**Level 5  100% of the assignment grade**
- You participated fully in all discussions, contributing your own ideas and suggestions in each phase of the project
- You participated fully in project activities (planning, data or information collection, data analysis, writing, presenting, etc.)
- You attended all group meetings
- You completed all tasks that you agreed to conduct for the project/team

**Level 4  90% of the assignment grade**
- You participated in each phase of the project but showed less initiative in contributing your ideas and suggestions
- You usually participated in project activities, but not always
- You usually attended team meetings
- You usually completed tasks that you agreed to conduct for the project/team

**Level 3  75% of the assignment grade**
- You occasionally participated in the various phases of the project, generally as a “follower” rather than contributing to project development
- You occasionally attended team meetings
- You completed one or two minor tasks that you agreed to conduct for the project/team

**Level 2  50% of the assignment grade**
- You contributed very little to the project, showing no initiative
- You missed the vast majority of the team meetings
- You failed to complete the majority of tasks that you agreed to conduct for the project/team

**Level 1  No credit**
- You did not participate in developing the project/presentation